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Timothy C. Baker is Senior Lecturer in Scottish and Contemporary 
Literature at the University of Aberdeen. He is the author of George 
Mackay Brown and the Philosophy of Community (2009) and 
Contemporary Scottish Gothic: Mourning, Authenticity, and Tradition 
(2014). Forthcoming projects include a study of the relation between 
animality, suffering, and language in contemporary fiction and another on 
gender and space in mid-twentieth-century women’s fiction.  
 
Sally Bushell is Professor of Romantic and Victorian Literature at 
Lancaster University, where she is also Head of the Department of 
English & Creative Writing and an investigator on the Geospatial 
Innovation in the Digital Humanities research project. 
 
Alex Deans, Research Assistant on the AHRC-funded Curious Travellers 
Project, is based at the University of Glasgow, where he completed a PhD 
on the politics and poetics of labouring-class reading and writing during 
the Scottish Enlightenment. In addition to conference papers on Burns, 
Hogg and labouring-class autobiography, he has publications 
forthcoming on Hogg’s Highland tours and political economy in the 
Romantic Period. 
 
Jack M. Downs is the Academic Writing Specialist at Washington State 
University Spokane. His most recent article, “David Masson, Belles 
Lettres, and a Victorian Theory of the Novel,” appeared in the spring 
2015 issue of Victorian Literature and Culture.  Other recent scholarship 
includes contributions to the biannual Research Society for Victorian 
Periodicals bibliography and presentations on Scottish literature and the 
history of the novel at the 2015 and 2016 College English Association 
conferences.  
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Christopher Donaldson is Lecturer in Regional History at Lancaster 
University and an investigator on the Geospatial Innovation in the Digital 
Humanities research project. He has recently published (with Drs David 
Cooper and Patricia Murrieta-Flores) a collection entitled Literary 
Mapping in the Digital Age (Routledge 2016); he co-edits (with Dr Zoe 
Alker) the Digital Forum for the Journal of Victorian Studies. 
 
Michael Gavin teaches 18
th
-century literature and digital humanities at 
the University of South Carolina. His recent publications include The 
Invention of English Criticism, 1650-1760 (Cambridge University Press, 
2015), and other projects include a digital analysis and simulation of 
Adam Smith’s social philosophy and a collaborative project on digital 
mapping of the Ossian landscape.     
 
Eric Gidal is Professor of English at the University of Iowa, and Editor 
of Philological Quarterly. He is the author most recently of Ossianic 
Unconformities: Bardic Poetry in the Industrial Age (2015), and his 
earlier work includes studies of poetry and museums, melancholy and 
social theory, romantic climatology, and the writings of Mme de Staël. 
 
Ian Gregory, Professor of Digital Humanities at Lancaster University, is 
principal investigator on both the Spatial Humanities: Texts, GIS, Places 
project and the Geospatial Innovation in the Digital Humanities project. 
 
Gillian Hughes, honorary research fellow of the University of 
Edinburgh, is editor of The Collected Letters of James Hogg, 3 vols. 
 (2004-08) and author of James Hogg: A Life (2007). She was editor 
and/or general editor for many volumes in the Stirling-South Carolina 
collected Hogg edition and founding editor (1990-2011) of the annual 
Studies in Hogg and his World.  Her current projects include an edition of 
Stevenson’s Weir of Hermiston  and an edition (co-edited with Peter 
Garside) of the Shorter Verse of Walter Scott. 
 
Tony Jarrells (joint editor) teaches in the English department at the 
University of South Carolina, and has also been a visiting fellow in the 
Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities, University of 
Edinburgh. He is the author of Britain’s Bloodless Revolutions: 1688 and 
the Romantic Reform of Literature and edited vol. 2 (Selected Prose) in 
Blackwood’s Magazine, 1817-1825; his essay on the rise of the tale was 
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recently published in the Oxford History of the Novel in English, vol. II 
(2015).  
 
John Knox (managing editor) is assistant director, Center for Digital 
Humanities, University of South Carolina. He was co-editor for the recent  
Collected Poems of Gavin Turnbull Online (2015); his PhD research in 
progress is on Common Sense philosophy and Romantic Era literature.  
 
Craig Lamont, currently teaching Scottish literature at the University of 
Glasgow, was research assistant on Professor Pittock's project Edinburgh 
in the First Age of Enlightenment. His Glasgow PhD on Georgian 
Glasgow, part of an AHRC-funded collaborative project between the 
University and Glasgow Life, was recently awarded the 2016 G. Ross 
Roy Medal. Forthcoming publications, from post-dissertation work with 
the Glasgow-based AHRC project Editing Burns for the 21st Century, 
include articles on the early Burns bibliography, as sole or co-author, in 
Burns Chronicle, Scottish Literary Review, and the Book Collector. 
 
Nigel Leask, FBA, FRSE, Co-Investigator on the Curious Travellers 
project, has been Regius Professor of English Language and Literature at 
Glasgow University since 2004. His research interests include Robert 
Burns and Scottish literature 1750-1850, Romantic Orientalism, travel 
writing and Empire, and Anglo-Indian literature of the Romantic period.  
Recent publications include Robert Burns’s Commonplace Books, Tour 
Journals, and Miscellaneous Prose [Oxford Edition of Robert Burns, vol. 
I] (Oxford, 2014).  
  
Colin Manlove retired as Reader in English Literature at Edinburgh 
University in 1993, and is the author of numbers of books on fantasy. 
He has written on George MacDonald for over forty years, and his first 
book on him is due out in 2016. 
 
Murray Pittock, FRSE, is Bradley Professor of English Literature, and 
Pro Vice-Principal, at the University of Glasgow. His most recent books 
include Culloden  (2016), Material Culture and Sedition (2013), and The 
Reception of Robert Burns in Europe (2014), and updated, expanded or 
re-released versions of his The Myth of the Jacobite Clans (1995, 1999, 
2009), The Road to Independence? (2008, 2014), Scottish and Irish 
Romanticism (2008, 2011), and The Invention of Scotland (1991, 2014, 
2016). Current major research projects include: Edinburgh in the First 
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Age of Enlightenment: how the city made up its mind, for Edinburgh 
University Press, and a collected edition of the works of Allan Ramsay.  
His edition of The Scots Musical Museum  (the first ever edition of all 
600 songs) is forthcoming from Oxford University Press.   
 
Paul Rayson is Reader in Natural Language Processing at Lancaster 
University, where he is also Director of the UCREL interdisciplinary 
research centre and an investigator on the Geospatial Innovation in the 
Digital Humanities research project. 
 
Patrick Scott (joint editor) is Distinguished Professor of English, 
Emeritus, at the University of South Carolina, and honorary research 
fellow at the University of Glasgow. His recent work on early Burns 
bibliography includes forthcoming articles in Scottish Literary Review, 
the Book Collector, and Burns Chronicle.  
  
Joanna E. Taylor  is Research Associate on the Geospatial Innovation in 
the Digital Humanities project at Lancaster University, where she also 
researches nineteenth-century literature and culture. 
 
 
